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Skill of 10-m wind direction forecasts produced by the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model
(MM5, Dudhia, 2001) is estimated from June to August 2001. The same estimation methodology
and the same MM5 configuration as described in a paper of Fitzpatrick et al. (2002) are used.
The evaluation is made over Bay of Bengal. Over this region 10-m wind speed and direction
retrieved from the microwave scatterometer QuikSCAT (QSCAT, 2001) measurements are
available around 00Z and 12Z.
The distribution of 10-m wind direction bias error (model – observed) averaged for JuneAugust 2001 is shown in Fig. 1a for 12 h and in Fig. 1b for 24 h forecast. In two regions behind
Sri-Lanka MM5 and global NOGAPS (Hogan, Rosmond, 1991) model demonstrate a substantial
positive wind bias (> 40 ). Both models predict surface flow directed more offshore than
observed.
A relative improvement of MM5 10-m wind direction forecasts over NOGAPS in terms
of the skill score based on absolute direction error (Fitzpatrick et al., 2002) is shown in Fig. 2a
for 12h and Fig. 2b for 24 h forecast. One can see that MM5 produces positive skill mainly along
NE India coastline (from 16N to 20N), close to the eastern edge of Sri Lanka and along the
equatorial belt up to 5-6N. It is found that an absolute direction error depends on the wind speed
value over coastal waters. The small direction errors are associated with relatively strong winds
as shown in Fig. 3b. In contrast there is no any relationship between wind direction error and
observed speed over an open Ocean (see Fig. 3c).
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Fig. 1. Mean win direction bias for June-Augustl 2001 MM5 (a) and
skill NOGAPS (b) forecasts started at 00Z. Averaged QSCAT
wind field is shown by arrows. Digits correspond to the number
of cases used for averaging

Fig. 2. Geographical distribution of MM5 10-m wind direction
score against NOGAPS for 12 h (a) and for 24 h (b) forecasts.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2b, but only for cases with observed wind speed >9 m/s.
Relationship between observed wind speed and absolute direction error
for two sample regions: (86-87E,18-20N) (b) and (90-91E,10-12N) (c).

